LAUNDRY SYMBOLS

**washer**
- normal
- permanent press
- delicate/gentle
- do not wash
- cool
- warm
- hot
- hand wash

**dryer**
- normal
- permanent press
- delicate/gentle
- do not dry
- low
- medium
- hot
- no heat

**other symbols**
- iron
- bleach
- dry clean

LAUNDRY STAINS

**lipstick**
rub detergent into stain until outline disappears, then wash in warm water

**grease**
soak article of clothing in club soda

**grass**
rub detergent into stain with bleach that is safe for the fabric

**ink**
apply hairspray and rub with dry cloth, then add rubbing alcohol on the area before washing

**coffee**
pour boiling water through the stain

**ketchup**
soak in cold water and rub detergent into stain then wash

**mustard**
work glycerine into stain or sponge on the stain

LAUNDRY TIPS

**sort**
- whites
- lights
- darks

**water**
- whites
- lights
- darks
- hot water
- warm water
- cold water

**dryer**
- Fold clothing while it's warm to prevent any wrinkles from forming
- Do not put any wool fabrics in the dryer
- Clean out the lint tray to avoid causing the dryer to catch on fire